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army camp life in the early forties, selling about ten million
copies in 1941 and doubling that figure in the following year.
The trend toward fewer titles but wider circulation, begun
in the previous decade, persisted through the thirties with the
continuing growth of book clubs. Book~of-the-Month-Club
selections mingled potential best sellers with an occasional
succes d'estime which its judges had the experimental courage
to back. Its chief competitor, the Literary Guild, tended in-
creasingly toward the sure-fire historical romance. In the late
1930's each organization was approaching a million sub-
scribers. In their wake sprang up special book clubs for chil-
dren, science and mystery fans, Marxists and Catholics, and
early in the forties Sears, Roebuck & Company sponsored a
Peoples* Book Club which submitted likely new books to a
jury of housewives, fanners, white-collar workers and other
average citizens.
Americans wanted apparently to have their reading chosen
for them whether by digest magazines or book clubs. The
reason may have been busy lives, distrust of their own judg-
ment or merely the desire to read at a given time what every-
body else was reading. If this habit discriminated against
many unusual and worthy books, it unquestionably quick-
ened the circulation of some good ones and greatly widened
the orbit of buyers*
What of the books themselves? The thirties proved to be
thin years for poetry, drama, philosophy and religion; irreg-
ular ones for the novel, whether romantic or hard-boiled;
lively for criticism; excellent for history and autobiography,
science and medicine; and, from the base line of past records,
best of all for economics and sociology, whose titles virtually
doubled between 1929 and 1939. These shifts mirrored cer-
tain changing attitudes among both readers and writers*
The bank crashes and devaluation of the dollar in the early
thirties brought back to America, physically and spiritually,
a host of expatriates who found themselves not a little like
Rip Van Winkle* Main Street was being repaved by the

